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After independence in 1961 Tanzania declared to fight poverty, disease and ignorance in order to bring development to its people. But up to know the majority of Tanzanians are faced with poverty: experience shows that economic empowerment of poor people is needed. One way of economic empowerment to poor is the establishment of SACCOS which are user -owned micro finance institutions that offer variety of financial products including savings and credit services to their members to help them engage in productive activities.

The study was investigating factors influencing capacity of SACCOS in providing long – term financial services to poor households. The study was carried out in Wamana and Makongo SACCOS in Dar-es-salaam Region .It was a survey study where primary and secondary data were collected through interviews, observation, document analysis and questionnaires, then analyzed  by using descriptive statistics where as results were presented in tables, and some of them described graphically for more clarification and precise work .
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This chapter explores the background information of the problem, and states how the problem came about and what has been done so far by learning various literature reviews. The chapter presents the statement of the problem, objective of the study, research questions, scope and the significance of the study.

1.2	Background to the problem
The financial system in Tanzania comprises several banks which can be divided into three main categories. The categories are large domestic banks, subsidiaries of major multinational banks and small domestic banks. Also the system has non –banking institutions such as pension funds that must invest in financial assets, insurance companies, bureau de change, savings and credit cooperative societies (SACCOS) and several micro-financial institutions (MFIs) and a stock exchange.   The financial system usually shifts funds either directly or indirectly from savers (surplus spending units) to users (deficit spending units). In the direct placement, the financial markets play the role of financial intermediation, which is the process by which the financial institutions usually banks or other similar firms borrow money from one source to give it to another company that needs funds for investment or resources. Financial inter mediation is very important because banks are responsible for most of the financing that occurs in the economy.    In the late 1960s and 1970s the financial sector was mainly owned by the government. The sector in that period was characterized by pervasive government interference in the financial system. Credit was directed on the basis of the government priorities with little regard to credit worthiness and banks were convenient agents of fiscal policy. NBC and CRDB were dominant in providing rural financial services. These two banks had virtually monopoly in their function areas. Each institution was governed by its own state and the bank of Tanzania (BOT), supervisory role had been limited and the environment in which these financial institutions operated was also regulated by the state. Credit was allocated administratively by the BOT which established legal ceiling in bank lending and deposits in addition to regulating interest rates. In the prevailing environment then the financial sectors performance was very poor and saving mobilization was neglected.

The government of Tanzania decided to reform the sector in 1991 by enacting the Banking Financial Act. In the reform, banks were restructured and some of them privatized. Interest rates were liberalized and financial operations were to be conducted in a more commercial basis. Along with banking deregulation, the Cooperatives Act of 1991 was passed. The act authorized the restructuring of the cooperative movements and permitted the establishment of the Savings and Credit Cooperatives Societies (SACCOS) and non-government- organizations (NGO). The two institutions started micro credit operations in the country.   Micro – finance refers to the provision of financial services to low-income people both in rural and urban areas at more affordable terms. 
1.3	Background of Co-operative Societies in Tanzania
According to the Tanzania Cooperative Development Policy (2002), the history of cooperatives in Tanzania dates back to 1925 when the Kilimanjaro Native Planters Association was formed. After independence, the government policy was to make the cooperative movement an engine for economic development. Furthermore, the Arusha Declaration of 1967 advocated and recognized cooperatives as instruments for implementing the policy of socialism and self reliance. Through a number of legislations, cooperatives were systematically promoted as an important tool for transforming rural community production. Changes in the macro-economic policies which started in the 1980s aimed at introducing free market and trade liberalization policies, in turn led to the ongoing efforts to make cooperatives member-based organizations (URT, 2002).

The chronology for the cooperatives history in Tanzania is attached as appendix iii, Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies (SACCOS) are among the dominant Cooperative Societies which facilitate financial services delivery in rural areas.  In the history of Cooperative movements and liberalization of the banking sector in Tanzania particularly from 1990’s, Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies took up the role of cooperative financial institutions with the main objective to substitute the commercial banking system. They encourage a saving habit to members and provide loans to them at more favourable conditions compared to commercial banks. According to the United Republic of Tanzania Cooperative Societies Act, 2003, the common features of Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies are:   a voluntary association formed by members with a common bond charged with the primary responsibility of mobilizing savings and furnishing secured or unsecured loans or credits to members; minimum membership is twenty people; membership is through payment of a membership application fee and an agreed minimum amount of shares, the main source of capital is members’ shares, deposits and savings (URT,2003). According to the Ministry of agriculture and cooperatives-Directorate of Cooperative Development (2008) there were 5,332 SACCOS registered in Tanzania Mainland, with 820,670 members of whom 65% were men, 31% women and 4% groups or institutions. About 59% of the SACCOS were in rural areas while 41% were urban (URT-Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperative Department, 2009).  The main issues that have attracted this research study is the effectiveness of SACCOS in providing long term financial services to meet members demand in improving their socio-economic well-being from the grass root ,effectiveness in loan delivery trend ,savings mobilization and the contribution of SACCOS to poverty reduction to members. However ignorance, hunger and poverty have been the burning issues for a long time since independence to date, with this regard co-operatives have done many efforts to ensure easy accessibility of loans to poor members, acting as means to an end and not an end by itself (URT, 2002).  However every   SACCOS Member should know her or his rights and obligations in the co-operative so as to enjoy the fruits accrued from the co-operative, such as no member of a registered society shall exercise the right of a member unless he participates fully in the business of the society and he has made such payments in respect of shares, entry fee and any other dues. Without prejudice to the provisions in the cooperative Act. Members are also obliged to know their obligations such as to comply with by-laws, code of conduct, internal regulations and participate in the economic activities of the society as required, reserve and protect society’s image and reputation.

1.4	The Importance of rural- urban financing 
The availability of financial services in rural and urban areas can contribute in many ways to the quality of life of rural-urban households as well as stimulating economic development. There are a number of benefits which can result from rural-urban financing some of which are:
	Provision of investment and working capital. Availability of finance to the rural-urban poor promotes and enables the active poor to get involved in a variety of productive and income-generating activities.
	Availability of credit facilities in poor household will make it possible to invest in education, health and nutrition which have a positive and long term impact on productivity 
	Increasing productivity and income as a result of availability of financial services results to livelihoods protection and improved standard of living 
	Availability of credit to the majority of rural people promotes self– employment in the informal sector hence reducing rural to urban migration which ha been a serious problem to most of young people in Tanzania.  The establishment Savings and Credit Cooperatives Societies (SACCOS) was due to the absence of formal registration of assets such as land that could function as collateral when one wants to take credit and even if assets are registered their market  values is low. Another reason was the perception that to provide loans to poor people is very risk and quite expensive in relation to the size of the transactions involved. Also many poor people especially in rural areas had no access to financial services because most of the banks were in urban areas. These reasons necessitated the establishment of micro finance institutions such as SACCOS which take a leading role in financing the poor.

1.5	Background of Makongo and Wanama SACCOS     
 Makongo SACCOS was established in 1996 and registered in 1997 under the new cooperative societies Act No. 15 of 1991. It is located at Lugalo TPDF camp within Makongo secondary school campus. The SACCOS is at Kawe in Kinondoni district. Its members are the teaching and non- teaching staff of Makongo Secondary School and some soldiers of TPDF .The objective of forming this SACCOS was to reduce poverty among teaching and non teaching staff members, by addressing the problem of unavailability of loans to poor households from financial institutions and employer being caused by lack of collaterals to many members.

The founder members of Makongo Savings and Credit co-operative societies (SACCOS) were forty six (46). Currently, the SACCOS have more than 200 members. However historically, Makongo SACCOS was established with an initial capital of Tsh.1,530, 000, which was contributed by members, many of them being teachers who are definitely lowly paid  and are not able to sustain their needs and failing to improve their standard of living.

Wanama SACCOS, on the other hand, is located at Manzese Darajani in Kinondoni District. The SACCOS was established and officially registered in 2005 under the new co-operative act NO.20. The founder members were eighty (80) but today the number has grown to more than five hundred (500) The purpose of establishing Wanama SACCOS was to help Manzese businesswomen to secure funds without problems as the members do not have collaterals which they can surrender to financial institutions when seeking loans.

1.6	Some Reflections of the Poor Households 





















Untrained, those in low paid jobs and the landless families   with no possession of the means of production.  These face material and social deprivation among people in the society .The deprivation is made visible through a set of indicators of basic need which include nutrition, health, housing, clothing, water supply and basic education  ( Ford ,1991) .

It is now over forty years after independence, Tanzania is still fighting with the three national enemies which are poverty, ignorance and diseases and yet little has changed. It is therefore difficult to conclude that poverty reduction efforts will be successful in the near future. However, this is left in the hands of poor Tanzanians own efforts through internal pressure and financial services in the society (Mushi, 2002).

1.7	The Concept of Credit Need 




 is to serve its member effectively by raising their standards of life hence creating best conditions for sustainable development.    

1.8	An Outlook to the Self-help Institutions in the context of Tanzania
The Tanzanian government takes deliberate measures to mobilize the urban and rural poor people to save and invest. With the assistance of International funds for Agricultural Development (IFAD), it has established the rural financial services program (RFSP). The program is designed to assist the government to consolidate the on going micro finance service policy in an attempt to satisfy the financial requirements of the poor without undue complications Adrian, (2002). Thus, the program is among the government efforts to enable poor households to mobilize funds and borrow from those savings for productive purposes.
The program is meant to be an inspirational for similar ventures in all over the country (Chacha, 1998).
 
Generally, cooperatives in Tanzania have passed through a number of phases in their development but two main phases can be identified:  The period of monopoly state protection and sponsorship as well as the liberalized market economy period in which the cooperatives are operating to-date.

1.9	Statement of the problem
After independence in 1961, Tanzanian declared to fight poverty, diseases and ignorance in order to bring about development to its people. However, majority of Tanzanians are still facing abject poverty to date. Most of them live below the poverty line as they depend on one dollar per day. Experiences in Tanzania show that economic empowerment of poor people is motive of the establishment of SACCOS in rural and urban areas.
The National Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) emphasizes that the Government will Endeavour to ensure that poor people’s organizations such as the cooperatives take the lead in developing mechanisms and schemes that are effective, and as far as possible market oriented. Farmers will be encouraged to organize themselves in groups or cooperatives with a view of improving their prospects for economic and social development (URT, 2002).

According to the Cooperative Development policy in Tanzania, it is stated that as part of the initiatives to eradicate poverty, micro-financing services have become one of the important sources of finance to the poor to expand their business and productive activities. However, the establishment and development of Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies (SACCOS) in rural areas has been slow. Most Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies (SACCOS) have been established in urban areas and at work places. As a result members of agricultural marketing primary cooperatives have found it impossible to save money that could have enabled them to buy shares and thereby increase the capital of their cooperatives (URT, 2002). In terms of the supply of financial services, banks and other formal financial institutions tend to have a very low level of penetration in the rural areas, primarily driven by the tendency for most bank branches to be located in areas with high population densities and high market activity. The rapid increase in mobile phone usage in Tanzania may create an opportunity for expanding formal financial services, though expectations of what remote access can deliver in the near future will need to be kept within reasonable bounds. More immediately, a number of commercial banks provide wholesale funds for on-lending via SACCOS or via regional community banks, though this is predominantly in urban or peri-urban areas. Similarly, NGO-MFIs are more concentrated in the urban and peri-urban microfinance markets (Marian, 1994).

SACCOS is a credit union which is a user -owned micro-finance institution that offers small scale financial services for savings, loans and on demand deposits. 
However, there is an increasing institutional gap in the provision and fulfilling long-term   financial service demand in both, rural and urban areas. The operational experiences suggest that different factors influence the efficiency of SACCOS in providing services to meet the members’ demand of improving their socio-economic well-being. Unfortunately these factors have not yet been validated.
This study, therefore, intends to examine and assess the effectiveness of SACCOS in providing long-term financial services to poor households taking Wanama and Makongo SACCOS as a case study. In order to suggest methods of improving them, the study also examined the membership trend, effectiveness of services offered and economic activities this was essentially the Research problem investigated.
1.9.1	Research Objectives
General objective  
The General objective of this study is to examine the effectiveness of SACCOS in providing long-term financial services to their respective poor households.
Specific objectives                                                                                                     
The study had the following specific objectives.
	To examine the trend of savings mobilization, growth and training from Wanama and Makongo SACCOS members.
	To establish the trend of loans delivery of Wanama and Makongo SACCOS to respective households.
	To find out the effectiveness of Wanama and Makongo SACCOS loans on poverty reduction to respective households. 
	To assess the operational characteristics of SACCOS in the fulfillment of the envisaged   functional responsibilities.
                                                                    
1.9.2	Research Questions
The study intended to address the following Questions:
	To what extent can Wanama and Makongo SACCOS mobilize savings, facilitate growth and training to respective households? 
	To what extent is the trend of loans delivery of Wanama and Makongo SACCOS   effective to respective households? 
	What is the effectiveness of Wanama and Makongo SACCOS loans on poverty reduction to respective households? 
	What are the operational characteristics   of   SACCOS contributing to the fulfillment of their   envisaged functional responsibilities?

1.9.3	Significance and scope of the study 
Self-help institutions in Tanzania such as SACCOS have been greatly encouraged towards improving living standards of the poor people in the country.    This will ultimately enable them to attain socio-economic development from grass root level. The study will suggest some ways that will help in improving and formulating appropriate strategies for providing financial services as a group or individual in Tanzania. It will enable the government and policy makers to take necessary measures for development and formulate appropriate strategies that will catalyze   the growth of microfinance institutions. 

 It was to add knowledge and insight to the students as well as other audience including researchers in all issues related to long- tem financial services in Tanzania. The study however limited to two is mainly selected SACCOS are namely known as Wanama and Makongo SACCOS, representing one of the forms of self-help institutions (SHI) featuring Tanzanians who involve in different economic activities.


































This chapter attempts to review areas and various literature related to Cooperative Societies, Micro financing, urban financing and their values in relation to development and poverty eradication. There has been a concern on the rural and urban financing due to limited access to financial services to majority of the people, even after the adaptation of financial sector liberalization in Tanzania in 1990s.

The literature review gives the study a direction and good understanding  on how Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies can play a significant role in rural- urban  financing in Tanzania , conceptual frame work as well as theoretical and empirical studies related to rural -urban financing. Credit Cooperative Societies can play a significant role in rural and urban financing in Tanzania. The chapter covers among other things, the definition of key concepts, urban financing and poverty relationships, Company profile and Poverty indicators, this chapter discusses literatures, which are associated with the study. The chapter reveals the conceptual, theoretical, and empirical study done by different scholars and authors on matters related to the problems being investigated. It expounds on the conceptual and theoretical framework within which the findings and recommendations of this study was conceptualized plus the study gap. 
  
2.1	Conceptual Framework
Savings and Credit Cooperative Society (SACCOS) .According to the United Republic of Tanzania-Cooperatives Societies Act, 2003, a SACCOS is a member driven, self-help cooperative which is democratic in nature in which members are supposed to be both the owners and the users of the services available.
Members agree to save money together and to grant loans to each other at an agreeable rate of interest. Most of the benefits to members are associated with the level of savings (URT, 2003).

Cooperative society is defined as an association of persons who have voluntarily joined together for the purpose of achieving a common need through the formation of democratic, controlled organization and who make equitable contributions to the capital required for the formation of such an organization and who accept the risk and the benefits of the undertaking which they actively participate (URT, 2003).
Microfinance- refers to Small-scale financial services-primarily credit and savings provided to people who farm or fish or herd; who operate small enterprises or micro enterprises where goods are produced, recycled, repaired; who promote services; who gain income from renting small amounts of land, draft animals, or machinery and tools to other individuals and groups at the local level of developing countries, both rural and urban (Marguerite, 2001).

Poverty has various manifestations including a lack of income and productive resources sufficient to ensure sustainable livelihoods; hunger and malnutrition; ill health; limited or lack of access to education and other basic services; increased mobility and mortality from illness; homelessness and inadequate housing; unsafe environments and social discrimination and exclusion. It is also characterized by lack of participation in decision making and in civil, social and cultural life (Marguerite, 2001).
In developing countries Tanzania being among them, a majority of the population lives in rural areas and mainly involved in agricultural production. In this case, an improvement of rural livelihoods will depend on access to financing to support agricultural production.

2.2 Financing and Poverty relationship
Access to financial services such as saving facilities, credits, insurance, money transfer facilitate Urban and rural dwellers to build up productive assets and hence improve productivity. There is a greater relationship between poverty and access to financing. According to (Meyer 2001), access to financial services can bring impact on food security in three ways. First, through improved income generating methods as loans provide relief in the short run. Second, a household’s access to finance reduces the costs of self-insurance and hence induces changes in the household’s assets base and level of liabilities. Consequently, ‘’precautionary savings’’ in the form of non-productive assets, which are held to cushion adverse shocks such as illness, and bad weather, are made available for productive investments. Thirdly, credit enhances consumption. According to (Meyer, 2001): Formal credit, savings and insurance services may help households’ consumption, so they use fewer traditional methods, which are often inefficient and bind households into unproductive social relationships that discourage savings and wealth accumulation.
Access to financial services
                                                          
                                                          

Increases and diversifies incomes, builds assets
Mitigates risk, plans for future and makes choices
                                                             
                                                             
                                                             
Increases food consumption, invests in business, education, health, water, and sanitation.
Source: Researcher’s design, 2011
Figure 2.The illustration indicating the relationship                                                                                                                           between poverty and access to financial services.

So far many studies have been done in Tanzania before and after independence to determine logical, efficient and effective chances of the existing efforts of self help institutions prospects and at least we can deduce that the saturation has not been reached yet.
Loans  given by Saving and Credit Co-operatives societies to individuals will not create opportunity, but it is merely a means to an end and not an end on its self it is a facilitator to meet different unlimited wants with this scarce or limited resources  the unfolding of these realities arrived through concerted efforts, strategies on adequate economic ventures to be initiated in different areas in the country wide by rural households using micro credits from their community based SACCOS (Hulme, 1996).

This also is going to receive considerable attention in this research   study. SACCOS could be the best instruments for up lifting social and economic status of a large group of people (poor) in the rural and urban areas.  This means that their efforts need to be centred on   household ownership and member’s participation in economic activities both individual and of group: Past theories did not leave a useful active role for the poor instead they have always been assigned a passive role, that is, no thought was emphasized to the benefits of being involved themselves in self help institutions (SHI) where they can play an active role.

A consideration amount of theory has been developed on how best self help institutions can  support the improvement of  welfare of people in the community, but  practically there is no comprehensive frame work which systematically unify the whole process of utilizing effectively  these institutions  to effect  change of individual life condition. This study can assist in bridging the gap or economic distance between the rich and poor ,by proposing the means and strategies  of empowering Self Help institutions (SHIs ) by increasing returns or qualitative benefits  to their members (the poor households) while the findings from previous theories remain a useful guide in building and promoting feasible Self Help Institutions (SHIs).

2.3 Theoretical Literature Review:
The idea of savings and credit as it is known to day originated in German where Fredric W. Reiffeisen, mayor of flamer’s field, organized a rural savings and credit in 1846. This was a year of economic crisis and famine.  His aim was to assist the poor in an attempt to alleviate their financial problems.  He asked them to cooperate by pooling together their meagre savings and lending to each other at a low rate of interest. The idea worked like magic, people worked hard and the savings and credit society proved success (ACCOSCA, 1980). In 1885, the idea was introduced to Australia and other countries of Europe where   the institutions were called people’s Bank. In 1892, France picked up the idea and was known as mutual credit mutual.
     The idea was introduced to the United States by Edward. A. Dilenes   in 1909. In US the idea was known as credit union. Then, the idea spread to Latin America and Asia (ibid). Credit unions idea was introduced to Africa, particularly Ghana in 1955 by a White Fathers missionary called Rev. Fr. Macunttly.  It was the first credit union in Africa (ibid). In Tanzania, Savings and credit co- operatives started during the early days of the colonial period, mainly by Asians and later by religious leaders.   Late Cardinal Laurian Rugambwa and Mr. Joseph Mutayoba were the first pioneers of the idea of credit unions in Tanzania (Parrot, 1995).        

.After Tanzanian’s independence in 1961, the Roman Catholic Church in alliance with other international organizations carried out a campaign calling people to engage in the formation of such societies.  The call went to the extent that scholarships were granted to study in the United State of America and Canada on how savings and credit co- operatives were organized and managed.  As a result, many SACCOS were registered. Moreover during this period,   (Rilley,1969) from Canada- Nova Scotia was stationed at Nyegezi social training institute, where he managed to design and come up with the first by- laws of these types of societies in the country (ibid).            
                                                                                                                            
SACCOS in Tanzania are ones of the institutions in the emerging micro-finance industry dedicated to serve the financial needs of the marginalized poor people who cannot have access to financial services of main stream existing commercial banks and other financial institutions. They are regarded as the way of making the disadvantaged poor households participate in sharing the national cake through involving them into productive activities which can be properly devised using other financial services (Shafi, 2001). 
 
2.4 National Micro-finance Policy 
The current NMFP Possesses both pro-state and pro- market values. This means that the policy encourages the public sphere at the expense of individual sphere in the provision of loans to individuals through group solidarity lending approach. Thus, it does not dwell on the individual beneficiaries. This is opposed to the requirement of the residual claimant theory which wants to promote individual at the expense of the groups on the contrary .The Policy promotes MFISs including financial intermediaries in order to render micro-finance service to the poor, hence the policy does not inform how the poor as individuals are prepared to have assess to these institutions.  The study, therefore, utilizes these views in evaluating individual household’s recognition in achieving socio- economic development through SACOSS which are expected to operate in accordance with NMFP’S directives.

2.5 National Strategy for Growth and Reduction of Poverty
The national strategy for growth and reduction of poverty (NSGRP) was established for a period of five years 2005/06 to 2009/10. The strategy has to be understood with the framework of Tanzania Development vision 2025. In this Strategy poverty has been one of the major problems facing many people in the country. This is due to the fact that, Tanzania like other countries in Africa lack resources to enable the majority to live decent life .Taking effectiveness of SACCOS as our case study. The government of Tanzania through various polices has been trying to help people fight poverty. The strategy encourages poor people to undertake business activities in addition to agricultural products, to form SACCOS so that they can access to credit.
The reservations in this study cannot be over emphasized, but remain an important outreach in evaluating the involvement of SACCOS stakeholders in the process of utilizing them efficiently. This is due to the fact that SACCOS are very important tools for savings and providing loans to poor households in response to their credit needs at terms more favourable than in other financial institutions. SACCOS are therefore vital in providing financial services which support development efforts of individual poor households.            

The United Nations Millennium Declaration on human development in the developing countries adopted in the year 2000 of which Tanzania is included indicates the government’s concern; consequently, the government designed the National Strategy for Growth and Reduction of Poverty (NSGRP) also known as MKUKUTA-Mpango wa kukuza Uchumi an Kuondoa Umaskini Tanzania) in line with the United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDG’s) (URT, 2005).

2.6 Empirical Literature Review   
The emphasis on a thorough survey made on SACCOS in Dar-es-salaam was on how to examine the roles of SACCOS in terms of mobilization of savings, allocation of credits (loans) to their poor households where their funds do not go to the members in form of credits (Kimambo ,1998).  
However, findings in survey remain useful guide; they cannot be generalized because changes in business environment on which SACCOS operate might reveal a difference to be analyzed. SACCOS specialized in collection of saving and provision of credits is able to allocate credits to its members. The operations are generally based on the member’s own capital contribution including their regular savings. The self sufficiency in financial resource leads to a great measure of better performance and self control of SACCOS compared to other financial institutions which allocate credits out of fixed deposits of their clients and therefore regulate the borrowed funds, capital cost (interest) and its duration according to the volume of fixed deposits and their due time of payment (Kiongo, 1993).

The roles and functions of SACCOS have not only been limited to mobilization of savings from members and provision of credits to the members, but they need to encourage thrift among members.                           
As a primary task, a SACCOS appear better placed in addressing and therefore satisfying the financial requirements of its members. Thus to achieve this, members participation is expected to be high in terms of more savings  in the society by the members, high borrowing frequency rate and high loan repayment commitment. This in turn, improves the capacity of SACCOS in delivering financial services to its members hence achieving a sense of economic and social security. The security arises from the sense of belonging to a community bonded by common interests and shared values (Moll, 1989) .The findings are important and can be fairly generalized, but efforts have been instituted on the need to have effective SACCOS to rescue worse living condition of people in place. This study, therefore utilizes these findings in advocating members to become aware of the benefits of using financial services through SACCOS. This will bring about great financial self-reliance mechanism at the same time save the surplus in the SACCOS despite the fact that individual family level of activity’s output are too small.

According to section 71 (2) of the cooperative societies Act No. 20 of 2003, SACCOS have been empowered to deliver credits services to the members. Thus, it states that ‘except with the permission of the registrar of cooperatives, a society shall not lend money on the security of any movable property other than produce or goods in which the society is authorized to deal with” based on this authority, ‘SACCOS’ credit policy needs to allow their members to place their crops as collateral so as to enable the members borrow regularly from those savings within the society. However in practice it is difficult for members’ crops to guarantee loan insurance. The study therefore, evaluates the extent to which this credit policy has been practiced.
                                                                              
In equality and substance, which are made through a cooperative index such as income and good baskets, is what signifies the existence of poor condition of people in the community. Hence good basket means a group of food that are considered minimum nutritive intake medically defined where as substance households are those where per capital family income (i.e. total family income plus members family) is below the value of a good basket (Enrique, have been taken to determine the ability of an individual households to meet basic family requirements at the same time save the surplus in the SACCOS despite  the fact that individual  family level of activity’s output are too small.
      
2.7 Poverty status in Tanzania




Table 2.1: Incidence of poverty in Tanzania 







Source: Household Budget Survey 2007(NBS, 2009)

With such low reductions in poverty, Tanzania is undeniably off track in achieving both MKUKUTA and MDG poverty reduction targets. Figure 2.1 below shows the trend for poverty in rural and urban areas (excluding Mainland Tanzania) against MKUKUTA targets (NBS, 2009
             
Figure 2.1: Incidence of poverty in Tanzania

2.8 Promotion formation of microfinance Institutions 
A microfinance institution (MFI’s) may be defined as an organization that provides financial services to the poor through financial intermediation(Khandker,1998).All the MFIS share common characteristics of providing financial services to a focus group of clientele who are the poor people. Among the MFIS are financial NGOs, SACCOS, SACAS and Village Community Banks-VICOBA (URT -2004). To support the promotion of microfinance Institutions and financing to the underserved rural population, the government developed a microfinance policy 2000 to facilitate the regulation and supervision of microfinance institutions. Similarly, the implication for development and performance report on microfinance shows that the microfinance commercialization in Tanzania consisted of the establishment of microfinance-oriented commercial banks (NMB),restructuring and recapitalization of privately-owned commercial Banks (CRDB) which entered into microfinance market using an approach of SACCOS which has a direct impact and primary relationship with individual owners of micro enterprises .There are also arguments that appropriately designed financial products and services enable many poor people to expand and diversify their economic activities, increase their income and improve their self –confidence. Many poor people, particularly rural dwellers, are served with informal money lenders who generally provide easy access to credit but at high cost, charging poor borrowers nominal monthly effective interest rates that typically range from about 10% to more than 100%, many times the monthly effective rates of sustainable institutions which is usually 2-5 percent (Marguerite, 2001).

The paper on ‘Tanzania’s cooperatives look to the future’ addressed that Cooperatives, if they are to meet their potential in the future, in Tanzania, must undergo a comprehensive transformation. The task is to focus on the key cooperative principles (Andrew, 2006).
 
2.9 Development of a policy framework to support rural financing 
In understanding the need to facilitate rural financing for sustainable livelihood and economic growth, the government of Tanzania adopted various policies as part of Tanzania Development vision 2025. Among the policies and strategies are: The National Microfinance Policy, 2000; the Cooperative Development Policy, 2002; the Small and Medium Enterprise Development Policy2003; and the Rural Development Strategy.
i)	The National Microfinance policy, 2000. This has defined financial instruments and institutions for rural finance. The policy provides for the development of a sustainable microfinance industry as an integral part of the wider financial sector, within the framework of the countries Financial Sector Reform policy statement, 1991.The National Microfinance policy was prepared by the government with the overall objective to establish a basis for the evolution of an efficient and effective micro financial system in the country that serves the low income segment of the society and thereby contribute to economic growth and reduction of poverty (URT,2000)

ii)	Cooperative Development Policy, 2002.This provides for the overall objectives and strategies necessary to ensure that the poor people and those disadvantaged in the society have a reliable vehicle for attaining economic and social development through collective efforts. The policy was the first to address a list of comprehensive issues, the most important being the promotion of autonomous member-based co operatives that observe internationally recognized cooperative values and principles (URT, 2002).

iii)	Rural Development Strategy (RDS). The overall goal of the Rural Development Strategy is to provide a strategic framework for the coordination of strategies related to the development of rural communities. It is geared towards creating opportunities for rural communities to attain sustainable livelihoods (URT, 2001).
The Rural Development realizes that the improvement of the standard of living of the rural people depends on several initiatives. These include commercialization of small holder agriculture, improving infrastructure and services, improving access to economic and social services and markets and ensuring sustainable management of the natural resource base. In this context the rural development Strategy provides strong linkages with major country policy initiatives that are complementary to one another for rural financing (URT, 2001).

iv)	Small and Medium Development policy, 2003.Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are considered an important foundation for the growth of the private sector in Tanzania. The majority of the SMEs fall within the category of the informal sector; yet they are very important in terms of job creation, income generation and stimulation of growth in both urban and rural areas.  Thus, the SME’s Development policy addresses the need for developing linkages between different sectors in the economy (URT, 2003).


2.9.1 Promotion of empowerment programs
The government and a number of scholars have adopted and promoted several empowerment programmes by addressing the population without access to productive resources of whom the rural dwellers are the majority.
The government of Tanzania with financial support from the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) implemented an Agricultural Marketing System Development Programme (AMSDP) and Rural Financial Sector Development Programme (RFSP) that address the problems of rural finance (URT, 2005). The RFSP which was initiated in 2001 aimed at achieving a sustainable increase in income, assets and food security among the poor rural households by enhancing the capacity of the rural poor to mobilize savings and to invest in income-generating activities through the development of viable rural financial service system. The programme is promoting linkages of MFIs such as SACCOS with banking and financial institutions in order to enhance commercialization of the rural economy (URT, 2005).

Another programme which promoted rural empowerment is AMSP (Agricultural Marketing System Development Programme).The programme’s long term objective was to increase income and food security of the rural people through improvement of an agricultural marketing system. It targeted addressing the liquidity constraints facility smallholder producers and small and medium scale rural traders and processors by enhancing access to financial services through the use of warehouse crop receipt as collateral.

Furthermore, in understanding the existing access to finance to the majority poor households in Tanzania, the government in the financial year 2006/07 established a national economic empowerment programme in order to promote, support and empower citizens engaged in active economic activities in all sectors of the economy by facilitating access to credits or loans to many people through banks. The government set aside Tshs 500 million for each region in Tanzania mainland to facilitate access to credits thereby creating additional employment and income (URT, 2007). To make the initiatives sustainable, the government also established the National Economic Empowerment Council to coordinate national empowerment initiatives (URT, 2007).







This chapter explains the overall approach to the research process.  It explains the research design. Moreover represents data collection methods, sampling techniques, data processing, presentation and analysis.
 
3.1	Study area
The study was conducted at Makongo Secondary School (Lugalo) and Manzese (Darajani) in Kinondoni District in Dar-salaam region.  The selection of this location is based on three reasons. Firstly, it is one of the major areas where population is mainly engaged in different economic activities. Secondly, it faces scarcity of resources in terms of material, finance and time. Thirdly, the researcher was not able to conduct research far from the working station as the entire program is self sponsored.  Dar es salaam region is growing fast due to build up of infrastructures, social services, employment opportunities which lead to more concentration of people with different activities, the SACCOS activities are growing fast compared to past.

3.2	Research Design
Churchill (1996), defines research design as simply a frame work or plan for a study used as a guide in collection and analyzing data.  It is the blue-print that is followed in completing a study.  The research design ensures that the study was relevant to the problem and used economical procedures.  A comparative survey study was taken between two SACCOSS Wanama and Makongo SACCOS.The research mainly employed qualitative and a little bit of quantitative approaches.
According to Creswell (1994) a qualitative approach means utilizing subjective methods very often based on personal opinion, perceptions and feelings “.The qualitative seeks to gain insights and understanding of people’s perceptions surrounding them.

Straus and Corbin(1990) define a quantitative research methodology as a systematic, controlled ,empirical and critical investigations of natural phenomena” .The   quantitative approach involves gathering of factual data  and studying relationships between the facts and how such facts and relationships agree with the theories and findings of previous researchers.                                                     
                                                                             
3.3	Types of Data collected
Data collected prior to recording processing and analyzing was focused in achieving gaps raised on research questions. Thus, data were gathered during the period under review, included the quantitative and qualitative information, starting with quantitative information can be explained as follows.
	Amount of savings mobilized from members by both SACCOS 
	Amount of loans given to members
	Amount of outstanding loans.
	Amount of shares from members
	Figures for deposits by members for regular with draws.
	Interest income of loans and interest earned by these SACCOS from commercial banks.
	Other income for example from registration fees and income from penalties.
	Other data include those of rebate (simples), fixed capital interest for members, cash in hand and at bank.
	Amount of loan  paid by members (loan repayment rate)
	Amount of loans allowances (provision) set by each SACCOS.  
	All these data were gathered in the process of answering research questions in this study.
	
	Data gathered included qualitative information which can be explained as follows
	Quality of management (managerial performance) with respects of social governance (management style and structure) in support the moral relations between members and society mainly in ensuring members borrowing power.
	Data indicating members’ commitment in utilizing the savings and Credit Co-operative Societies (SACCOS) financial services.
	Survival strategic used by both SACCOS in the retention of members and ensuring continuous financial services delivered to their members.
	Data on credit delivery procedures knowing the important procedures on giving loans to members.
	Data regarding external support of these Savings and Credit Co-operative Societies (SACCOS) operations.
	Data to justify whether the value or amount of loans given to members are effective to meet households unlimited wants and basic needs, thereby reducing unfavourable poor condition to that particular family or poor households 
	Data related to difficulties encountered by Savings and credit and Co-operative societies in delivering financial services to their members.
	Data justifying the application of NMFPs (Policy implications) within frame work of this SACCOS in the process of satisfying the financial requirement of their clients (members).                     




Primary data and information were collected through a combination of techniques that is personal interview, questionnaire and observation. One set of questionnaire in Swahili language was administered to members – see (appendix1).  These data   were required for assessing and evaluating capacity indicators and explanatory variables in providing financial services to the households in these SACCOS.  Among others, data given by them include, the amount of money they save regularly in their respective SACCOS, amount of micro- credits secured by them from the societies, details on how they repay the borrowed (micro credits) number of shares on hold in the society as well as how they view the whole process of running their SACCOS institution through management committee, credit committee and supervisory committee. On the other hand, non members were interviewed to gave data concerning various financial services offered by MFIs hence they feel that it is time for them to utilize the same when their friends (SACCOS members) approach them to join the associations. Management committee as a source of data gave data related to over all right of the SACCOS including future plans to enable these institutions engage fully in offering banking services.
Credit committee regarding the process a member needs to follow in order to get a loan from SACCOS while supervisory committee revealed the way activities involved in running SACCOS and report to owners (members), SACCOS employees gave data on how best they work to the interest of their employers.

3.4.2	Secondary data
These are in formations used for research project that were originally collected for some other purposes. Relevant data to the research were mainly collected from the offices of those SACCOS,   SCCULT regional office and city cooperative office.  Others include news papers, articles, and regional Library.  Moreover, in this secondary source data collected in both SACCOS included thorough details on operations, general trend of these SACCOS during pre-field survey mainly to enable the author concretize a clear research problem in this research.
3.5	Sampling Techniques
Sampling techniques/methods are approaches that assist in reducing the amount of data one needs to collect by considering only data from a subgroup rather than all possible cases or elements (Saunders, 2007).The study used Stratified sampling and purposive/judgmental sampling to select some of the study respondents.
3.5.1	Purposive and Stratified Sampling
 According to Saunders (2007) purposive sampling  is a Non-probability sampling procedure in which the judgment of the researcher is used to select the cases that make –up a sample, while stratified sampling is a sampling procedure in which the population is divided into two or relevant strata and random sample  (systematic or simple) is drawn from each of the strata. 

A Combination of different techniques was used depending on the type or groups as per sample frame.  Stratified sampling method was used to get sample from members of SACCOS and non-members.

Purposive sampling was employed in order to get other groups to fulfil a particular purpose with regard to this research study.  The groups include SCCULT regional office, city cooperative officer, SACCO’S management, organizations as well as employees.  In addition, stratified sampling method was used in sampling non-members regardless of their strata, whether big or small and size of activities undertaken.
3.5.2	Research Sampling Plan
Population of the Study
Population refers to the full set of cases from which a sample is taken (Saunders, 2007). The population of the study comprised with, SCCULT Regional office, City co-operative office, committee members, employees, non –members and members.

3.5.3 Sample size
A sample size according to Saunders (2007) refers to a number of      items/elements to be selected from the universe to constitute a sample. The sample size of the study consisted of the population of two (2) SACCOS out of 494 found in the Dar-es-salaam region ie Wanama and Makongo SACCOS. The reason as to why the choice was done on these two SACCOS is because of the scarcity of resources and time for conducting a research as far as an employee is concerned. This sample involved 50 respondents as illustrated in the tables (2, 3, and 4).

Table 3.1: Distribution of research population response and sample size 

	Respondents Area	Position held	Sample size targeted	Sample size succeeded
Wanama SACCOSMakongo SACCOS	Committee membersEmployeesMembersNon -membersCommittee members.Employees.Members.Non-members.	51734165	31522145
SCCULT regional office	Assistance regional officer	1	1




3.6.1	Self – Administered Questionnaires
Questionnaires were prepared and distributed to members and SACCOS employees due to the fact that they may not be able to spare enough time for interview.
Questionnaires that were administered were simple .They were used together as primary data for the research questions with emphasize on evaluation, the capacity of these SACCOS in providing financial services to their members.  The Questionnaires also focused on membership trend of the SACCOS, strategies used in ensuring continuous flow of savings, deposits and shares from the members as well as assessing policy implication in relation to operation and management of these SACCOS

Table 3.2: Questionnaires distribution coverage results 







              Source compiled by a researcher, 2011
           
3.6.2	Interview






Table 3.3: Number of interviewees 
















Source compiled by researcher, 2011.
  
3.6.3	Observation
In ascertaining and validating the situational analysis during the field work, researcher made lists on both Makongo and Wanama SACCOS. 
The researcher was able to assess and evaluate members saving behaviour as well as their perception towards financial services in these SACCOS and the future growth rate of the institutions.       

3.6.4	Document analysis
Data from the review of many related literatures were obtained from libraries, journals, newspapers articles and other materials  from web site or internet concerning various micro-finance operation particularly SACCOS.  With regard to this study, more information were obtained from Saving and credit co-operative societies (SACCOS) at their respective offices in the field; such documents included minutes of the annual general meetings, annual reports from management committees, credit committee and supervisory committees.
3.7	Data Processing, Presentation, and Analysis  
In fulfilling the aim or objective of the study, the collected data were analyzed using both descriptive and explanatory methods under descriptive method that is qualitative techniques, raw data statistics were presented by using  tables, and hence described in  graphs ,and interpreted as well giving different results which were also effectively interpreted, in different ways gave various meanings.  Moreover, explanatory methods were employed to provide in detail or depth explanation on qualitative data where as descriptive method facilitated analysis of hard data (quantitative data).

3.8	Conclusion
This chapter focused on describing the study area and methodology employed during the study. The description of the area of the study, the population, the methodology and the work plan were very important, since they made the study more focused in terms of methodologies and location specifics in assessing the capacity of SACCOS in providing long term financial services to poor households in Tanzania particularly Wanama and Makongo SACCOS members. Chapter four presents data findings and discussions on the study findings.                            







FINDINGS, RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

4.1	Preamble
This chapter presents the findings based on this study, it shows membership trend of these SACCOS, management style and structure used by these SACCOS, financial services capacity trend, other relative capacity status, loan lending governance, members cooperative education and training and also shows the relationship  of findings to research questions.
           
4.2	Membership trend in Wanama SACCOS
The observed survey results suggested that members in Wanama SACCOS are featured with associational common bond.  The proportional of members increase is characterized by the quality of financial services offered.  On average members in Wanama SACCOS is increased fairly due to active banking services within the society. In response to survey results, it was observed that more members in Wanama SACCOS prefer deposit services as they are regularly making deposits and withdrawal of the same on demand just in other commercial banks.  This indeed forms the basis for more members being registered yearly.  This is shown in table 4.1 in which membership trend in Wanama SACCOS, reveal an increase of 80 members from year 2005 to 2174 members in 2011.The data analysis shows that membership trend in Wanama SACCOS has increased by 96% from 2005 to 2011 respectively this implies good image to Wanama SACCOS,members and leaders  and the data analysis shows more members will be encouraged to join in the future, which indicates more membership trend to Wanama SACCOS and efficient and effectiveness will be improved to the co-operative.


4.2.1 Savings trend and Loan Delivery in Wanama SACCOS
The study findings on the table 4.1, shows that magnitude of Savings mobilized increased from 5000, 000/= to 14,000,000,521/=and the loan delivery increased from 4000, 000/= to 112000041.680/= in the year 2005 to 2011 respectively this justifies the effectiveness of Wanama SACCOS in savings and loan delivery to members and this implies that many poor households will be encouraged to open economic activities which enables them to earn income and  solve daily problems due to easy access to loans . In response to survey results, it was observed that more members in Wanama SACCOS prefer deposit services as they are regularly making deposits and withdrawal of the same on demand just in other commercial banks. 
           
4.2.2 Effectiveness of Wanama SACCOS in poverty reduction, 




4.2.3 Ways for increasing efficiency to Wanama SACCOS
The loans advanced to this SACCOS is still low, more ways of increasing      efficiency and effectiveness to Wanama Savings and Credit co-operative societies (SACCOS ) should  be encouraged so as to reduce poverty incidence to members, includes.
	Training co-operative officials ,
	coping experience with other Savings and Credit co-operative Societies (SACCOS) 
	accountability of leaders, 01
	buying shares and
	Appropriate record keeping
Table 4.1 the Membership trend, Savings and loan delivery in Wanama SACCOS

Year	Membership trend	Savings mobilized	Loan delivery	members accessed the loan
               2005	80	5000,000	4000,000.00	47
                2006	154	1920,000	15600.00	100
                2007	351	20,152,000	1612160.00	321
               2008	720	892,000,000	71360,000.00	458
        2009	1506	1000,214,000	80017120.00	1210
                2010	1551	1100514000	88041840.00	1000




          
Figure 4.1:  Relationship between savings and loan delivery in Wanama SACCOS

Table 4.2: Membership growth trend, Savings and loan delivery in Makongo SACCOS 








Sources; Makongo SACCOS files.
4.2.4 Membership trend in Makongo SACCOS
The study findings on the table, members in Makongo SACCOS are featured with associational common bond.  The proportional of members increase is characterized by the quality of financial services offered, in Makongo SACCOS; different situations reveal an increase of 98 to 419 members, in the year 2005 and 2011 respectively. It was observed that more members in Makongo SACCOS prefer deposit services as they are regularly making deposits and withdrawal of the same on demand just in other commercial banks.  This indeed forms the basis for more members being registered yearly .The data analysis shows effective increase of membership trend of Makongo SACCOS by 77% for six years ,this justifies that many members will join in the future due to quality of services  offered by Makongo SACCOS as shown in the( table 4.2)
           
4.2.5 Savings trend and Loan Delivery in Makongo SACCOS
The study findings on the table 4.2, shows that magnitude of Savings mobilized increased from 40,225,000/=to 54, 0009,120 in the year 2005 and 2011 respectively and loans delivery to poor households, in Makongo SACCOS reveal an increase of 3,218,000/=to 43,200,729.6 in the year 2005 and 2011. In percentages the analysis shows an increase of 93% and 92.5% of the loan delivery and effective savings mobilization respectively in the year 2005 and 2011. These are indicators for poverty reduction to members in Makongo SACCOS as well as policy makers.
4.2.6 Effectiveness of Makongo SACCOS in poverty reduction, 




projects, houses, businesses and their standard living, poverty incidence has declined, this is due to easy access to financial services provided by Makongo SACCOS, contrary to the past when used to depend on lowly paid salary by the employer.
However according to the table 4.2 above reveal an increase of more savings than loans advanced to poor households; the reason for this is because of un conducive investment climate .i.e.  Energy and oil crisis, traffic jams, taxes and little support from employer, contributed much to low loans advanced to poor households.
         
4.2.7 Ways for increasing efficiency to Makongo SACCOS
	Appropriate Record keeping 
	Commitment and trustfulness of co-operative officials.
	Regular auditing of  financial statements
	Provision of timely and correct information
	Publicity and Reasonable interest rate.
	Transparency and Accountability of leaders.








Number of members may increase in Makongo and Wanama SACCOS if well educated on co-operative knowledge regarding the advantages they could get in using financial services being offered by their societies. This means that they need to be motivated through training in form of seminars on which demonstration of experience of members who have been actively using the services provided by the society and succeeded in their mission could be shared as a means of enabling society management organization and members  market the idea of utilizing SACCOS financial services to other non-members so they may join the association and increase both society’s  ability to serve members and improving their welfare as well.

4.3 Level of economic activities in the two SACCOS Wanama SACCOS
Major economic activities in Wanama SACCOS , use funds (loans) to open or improve their businesses, majority of them deal with selling grains, i.e, rice, finger millets, maize ,beans, groundnuts and also use funds for buying and selling  second-hand goods (mitumba),  education ,building and houses improvement. There is a big diversification of projects which enable them to employ themselves and improve their standard of living; loan is seen as a tool for changing household welfare.
          
Major economic activities in Makongo Savings and Credit Co-operative Societies SACCOS, use loans advanced by a co-operative to open different projects like businesses which include ,shops, stationeries, poultry keeping, commuter buses, saloons ,and many of them have bought motorcycles for commercial purposes. However also use funds or financial resources for education, investing in human capital, to themselves and their children (helpful for paying school fees).This economic activities  promotes the welfare of members ,reduce poverty  ,encourage more savings  and hence more members  trend.

4.4 Members Cooperative Education and Training in the two SACCOS. 
All members from both SACCOS Wamana and Makongo usually do get the training from SACCO’S experts concerning how to conduct business and keep on saving as well repaying their loans without problems.
4.5 Management style and structure used by the two SACCOS
The surveyed response results revealed that administration with Makongo and Wanama SACCOS are well democratically exercised, because these societies stick to the principles of cooperatives and all regulations as well as policies as stipulated in their by-laws. 
 Any matter concerning the operation including overall management system of these two SACCOS are normally tabled and ruled out in their respective annual general meetings by the majority of the members and decisions reached during the meeting need to be implemented by the executive committee in collaboration with other organs.





  Figure 4.3: Flow of Authority 
Source: Wanama SACCOS files 
Moreover, management style and structure in these two SACCOS is achieved by using four organs as narrated.

4.6 Management Committee
The surveyed results of four committee members interviewed suggested that the committee on both SACCOS is charged with the task of planning controlling, managing and overseeing the overall activities of these two SACCOS and exercise all powers necessary to ensure proper administration in both Savings and Credit Co-operative societies( SACCOS)  subject to the 
society’s’ by-laws. The committee consists of five members in each society including society’s chairperson, treasurer, secretary and other members elected from the general meeting.

The committee members were asked to state strategies they use to ensure perpetual flow of savings, shares and deposits from members.  In response to this statement, 85% respondents reported that the two SACCOS have set strategies and of well implemented could increase the flow of reciprocity savings shares and deposits from members.

4.7 Supervisory committee
On this, very few respondents cited that there is a managerial weakness within the management organs in Wanama SACCOS while majority appreciated existence of managerial problems in Makongo management organs.  About ninety seven percent (97%) of all respondents reveal that the two SACCOS  abide to society by laws ( Appendix 111-1sc) and the general comments is that the committee should as long as possible be independent from management committee in both Wanama and Makongo SACCOS and make sure that procedures laid down in the general meetings  of the two SACCOS are properly followed thus a committee act as a watch dog and is supposed to report straight to the general meeting (owners) on any  unusual issues concerning the two society’s operating without consulting and seeking advice from other committees.  The committee has three members among whom chairperson and secretary are elected.
4.7.1 Loan committee
The role of this management organ in Wanama and Makongo SACCOS is to ensure fair loan application process to members of the two SACCOS.  During survey study, it was observed that, the committee is charged with the task of granting loans to members by considering procedures and conditions concerning micro credits as laid down in their respective society’ by-laws.

4.7.2 The committee carries out the following functions,
	Issuing of loan application form to the members.
	Receiving loan application forms from the members dully filled.
	Scrutinizing those forms thereby rejecting or accepting them (forms) for the reason best known to both parties.
	Granting loans to members after considering the following factors as per society’s policy.
	Availability of fund in the society
	Members must clearly state loans securities he posses where are allocated  and the value of the securities.
	Assessment of members credit history
	Validity of the guarantor’s position
	Members’ ability to repay the loan within the repayment period as stipulated in the society lending policy, ensures that every member  fulfil his or her responsibilities as stipulated in the bi-laws
	Proportion of requested loans to reciprocity savings (mafungu) held by the member in the society.

A high proportion of respondents 91% in Wanama SACCOS agreed that financial services capacity indicators give a favourable performance position (Appendix III-1cc). The corresponding percentages for Makongo SACCOS respondents 78.9%.The respondents fell that the two SACCOS are more effective in delivering financial services to members in the area. This evidenced by the surveyed study results of 71% of all respondents who disagreed that the two SACCOS functions of lending members is a riskier business but a means to empower poor people in alienating their family economic problems.

Alternatively, respondents were asked to comment on the statement that members of the SACCOS are easier to get loans from the SACCOS than other financial institutions. In response in this statement, eight one (81%) of all respondents were expressing a general disadvantages position for them to secure micro-credits from the societies due to complication attached to collaterals , when one asking for a loan from the two Savings and  Credit co-operative societies (SACCOS). (Appendix III-1cc) Surveyed results with regard to procedures in issuing loans suggested unfavourable climate relationship where 58.8% of respondent responded negatively when viewing the point that these two SACCOS have convenient proceeding in granting micro-credits to their members, though ninety (90) % of the respondents disagree that two SACCOS make difficulty to withdrawal demand deposits(Appendix 1cc) what is also clear however is that the SACCOS do not offer variety of financial service that the members need because of comparative analysis of the two SACCOS surveyed results reveals that sixty-six( 66.1%)of the respondents in Wanama and 8% of respondents in Makongo SACCOS.




4.7.3 Financial service capacity trend of the two SACCOS
An analysis of Makongo and Wanama SACCOS ability to deliver financial services to members is presented in this section of the research study.  The intention is to provide information which can be used by the member (major stake holders) committee members, employees and other interested parties in the field of microfinance oriented institutions so as to improve SACCO’s ability to provide financial service which compete favourably in relation to services offered by other financial institutions in the region.  Through such improvement SACCOS will improve their ability to mobilize savings and their by improving their capacity to lend for consumptive, provident and productive purposes.

The two SACCOS studies proved not to be varied with the financial services offered; they both deliver similar financial services. The principal financial services offered are demand deposits, share and micro-credits.  The two SACCOS interviewed for not offering reciprocity savings for lending services when members asked what improvement they would like to see in their SACCOS, 68% of all respondents showed a desire for more credits products mainly for enhancing building, business, investment, houses, buying cars and better life, while only 31% of all respondents anticipated high savings flow (Appendix III-3iv).

4.7.4 Share savings service
Wanama and Makongo SACCOS share savings constitute the lowest portion of savings services for 8.6% of all respondents (Appendix III-3) all the two SACCOS members are required to hold individual share account in their respective society because shares form part of the initial society’s working capital which enables the society to operate in the course of delivering the service to the members. The share bears a fixed limit of interest amount to the members and is a non - transferable. The surveyed study evidence suggested that ,in order to be a member  of Wanama and Makongo SACCOS  a prospective member has to buy shares fixed at Tshs 100,000/= each. It was father observed that, the society member, but for re cognition as a prospective member he/ she must hold at least 25 paid up shares. Members who hold shares in market were asked to clarify types of financial services they received in their societies. About 77% and   73.6% of the respondents of Wanama and Makongo SACCOS respectively reported to utilize effectively demand deposit saving services and only 4% and 3% of prospect members of two SCCOS account not to use of savings service in the two SACCOS (Appendix III-3).                                                                        

In order to determine whether these two SACCOS mobilize shares savings from the members, the surveyed study results through documentary evidences show that these two SACCOS do encourage their members to borrow out from their shares. Thus it appears that what households ( members ) are really saving when agree to keep their money inform of shares is the right to borrow, this means that a member of both  SACCOS can borrow twice of his / her shares plus demand deposits held  in the society. 

4.7.5 Demand Deposits Saving Services    
Respondents were asked to give their views describing whether Wamana and Makongo SACCOS frequently offer pre – determined demand deposits savings, as the name suggests, is primarily intended to carter for the members need of cash through these two SACCOS, During the survey, results, indicate that Wanama account for 86% of members frequent deposit savings where by Makongo SACCOS respondents reported only 41% of saving in form of demand deposit. These, results however give a ground showing commitment of members in utilizing this kind of financial services though the two SACCOS. Other surveyed results show that, members deposit withdraw ratio ( MWR) in Makongo SACCOS dropped by 40% in year while Wanama SACCOS demanded deposit withdrawal by members amounted to 61% (Appendix III-3)  This reveals an active role of members of  SACCOS in using financial services offered by their society as opposed to members in Makongo. 

4.7.6 Micro credits Services  
In general respondent who have taken loans from Wanama and Makongo SACCOS were asked whether they only use selective financial services provided by their SACCOS. Surveyed results clearly demonstrate that, the proportion of borrowing in respect of members who take out loans from the two SACCOS indicate a favourable position because borrowers within this two SACCOS has taken micro credits for various reasons. 
          
4.7.7 Other Relative Capacity Status in the two SACCOS
The observed Survey results indicate that, in Wanama SACCOS loan repayment period as per society lending policy was reported to be twelve months (one year) the same as Makongo SACCOS. With repayment period set up in Wanama SACCOS members have been able to secure micro credits twice a year and manage to repay back loan without causing any administrative problem. The loan repayment has been successfully done because Wanama members are able to make effective business.
4.7.8 Dividend Distribution on Patronage Rebate: 
Practically from the point of view of Wanama and Makongo SACCOS operation, interest from members deposits represent income earned through interest charged by the Banks in which the two SACCOS maintain bank account for safe guiding members various savings with banks, which in turn give certain interest rate on the balance figure at the end of each financial year of that particular bank. During the survey study, however, it was observed that, Wanama and Makongo SACCOS account was seen to increase as the rate of members share savings tended to increase

4.8 Loan lending Governance in the two SACCOS
4.8.1 Lending Policy
The research findings have revealed that loan policies in both Wanama and Makongo Savings and credit co-operative societies (SACCOS) has been used as a tool governing micro- credits management with regard to procedures of  issuing loan , pricing of loan portfolios and loan repayment  criterions. 
This is so because by- laws of the two SACCOS delegated power to credits committee in each society of setting lending policies for the sake of instituting principles which will favour both the two SACCOS and their members as particular. This validated by 97% (Appendix III-1)  surveyed respondents who reported that Wanama and Makongo SACCOS operate in accordance to by- laws in providing  financial services to their members.

4.8.2 Loan Security
When respondents were asked whether they get micro- credits from SACCOS with less collateral conditions than that of other financial institutions (Banks) in which some of the members also enjoy banking services more than eight percent (81.1%) (Appendix III-1) cited that requirements attached to lending services are less easier to  handle compared to those of other banks, especially members (households) commented that it is easy to get a loan from Wanama and Makongo SACCOS when individual (members) meets loan requirement that payment period is long enough to allow borrowers to  pay off  a secured loan .

4.8.3 Viability of the two SACCOS
The surveyed research study findings aimed at assessing the financial status of Wamana and Makongo SACCOS. The two institutions can not currently afford to look of the general capital markets for funds; rather they depend entirely on two main areas utmost importance in finance and strengthen their capacity to provide financial services to their members.     
However these issues can include the following for more details.
	The proprietors (members) of Wanama and Makongo SACCOS are generally poor households who must rely on internal financing in supporting their society economic -activities.
	On average members of the two SACCOS have paid up share capital of 80% shares which indicate ownership of cooperatives otherwise if no more share coming, the two SACCOS become weak capital wise.
	Saving is important because they form the basis of regular withdrawal and those of which members secure loans. Growth rate of  members demand deposits saving (MDD) in both society is encouraging,  but due to economic hardship the rate of withdrawing deposit is also high (DW).

4.9 Relations of Findings to Research Questions  

Four research questions were raised in chapter one.
4.9.1 Research question one 
The question was to what extent Wanama can and Makongo SACCOS       mobilize savings; facilitate growth and training to respective households? The intention here was to provide the trend reflecting the ability of the two SACCOS to mobilize savings from their members, surveyed results which have been presented through the examination of the findings and analysis showed that there is more savings to SACCOS coming from members from both SACCOS, the results shows that 77.0% and 73.6% of Makongo and Wanama SACCOS respectively deposit savings services (Appendix III-3).

4.9.2 Research question two was:
To what extent is the trend of loans delivery of Savings and Credit Co-operative Societies effective to respective households? The intention of the study was to   investigate the ability of the two SACCOS to provide loans to their members, again surveyed results have been presented through the examination of the findings and analysis showed that, there was small increment of micro-credits provisions to poor households of both SACCOS, 21.8% and 19.9% of Wanama and Makongo SACCOS respectively agreed that they get micro- credit services appendix (II) (Appendix III-3).

Moreover, an assessment of the total registered SACCOS in Tanzania as revealed that there are 5,332 registered saving and credit Co-operatives in Tanzania Mainland with a total membership of 820,670 people. Out of this total, 58% members are men while 42% are women. The findings give the implication that Cooperatives members are only 2% when compared to total country population of about 40 million. When one takes into consideration that about 80% of the Tanzania’s population is rural based, it is a fact that the majority of Tanzania’s population lacks financial services, which are vital for promoting production. The findings correspond to the survey by Fin scope, 2009, which revealed that there are more people in urban areas (18%) than in rural areas (5%) who use banks. The statistics call for initiatives to be made by the government by mobilizing the people to join SACCOS so that they can have access to financial services for promoting productivity, effectiveness and poverty reduction for most of the poor households ,however SACCOS is the key for future development.

4.9.3 Research question three
What is the effectiveness of SACCO’S loans on poverty reduction to respective households? The analysis  shows that to some extent  members  of the two            SACCOS,(Wanama and Makongo) said that,  poverty incidence is reduced,  their standard of living ,ability to sustain basic needs , investment  in education ,house improvement and businesses has improved to most of the members, this is due to  easy accessibility of loans provided by the two  SACCOS .There is great scope for Tanzania’s SACCOS to develop and accommodate a much higher percentage of the population in terms of having a straight forward access to saving and borrowing (Andrew, 2006). The study found that most bank branches are located in urban areas with high population and high market activities (Malcolm, 2003).

 The review of the united republic of Tanzania Small and Medium Enterprise policy, 2003 also highlighted that access to finance for small and medium enterprises in Tanzania are mostly limited due to high risks in the related sector, inability to fulfil collateral requirement and high screening costs by banks due to small loans spread over big areas. These constraints become more problematic when it comes to households financing (URT, 2003).

 Ideally, the presence of a big number of SACCOS which is capable of providing the required financial services serves as a critical instrument in economic growth through the promotion of productive activities in a much greater part of Tanzania particularly in rural areas than otherwise. SACCOS being a financial provider, can provide credits, accept deposit and savings, offer money transfers and facilitate insurance of members’ assets ,it is  very essential  for poverty reduction for most  of poor  households ,enables them to invest in different economic activities so as to improve their well being without any problem.
Well managed SACCOS can easily facilitate financial transactions at a cheaper cost compared to commercial banks due to easy access to customers and low cost capital from members ’savings and deposits.  

4.9.4 Research question   four
What are the operational characteristics of SACCOS contributing to the fulfillment of their   envisaged functional responsibilities? The analysis of committee members knowledge and perceptions has been presented giving their present contributive commitment as well as future aspiration on how best to manage a sound SACCOS in fulfilling their functional responsibilities within Makongo and Wanama SACOSS ,and the research study findings revealed that that the approaches or strategies used  by Makongo and Wanama SACCOS in carrying out their duties are adequate ,appropriate and effective ;The data analysis revealed that the need to cope with experience to members and non –members is also crucial.  

The surveyed research findings presented in the proceedings sections indicate an effort to increase and improve the two SACCOS ability to provide financial services which compete favourably with other services offered by other competitors in the emerging micro- financial banking industry. This  is possible since the two SACCOS have designed a set of strategies to stimulate savings services ,micro-credits  services and other financial services to their members by ensuring provision of timely and correct information to enable them make sound decisions with respect to their SACCOS performance and this can be evidenced by (Appendix III-1)  when credit-committee members were asked to whether or not SACCOS have convenient procedures in issuing loans to members  and are governed by loan policy, 68.2% and 51.8% of Makongo and Wanama SACCOS respectively responded to use them.

4.9.5 Conclusion



















SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.0 Summary
Voluntary savings are far the most frequent source of funding poor households some needs particularly for financing their micro-economic activities start – up and expansion saving deposits enables households to build financial strength for the future and better preparation for unexpected emergencies.

The study examined capacity of SACCOS in providing financial  services to poor households taking  into account the level of economic activities of many poor people in the rural and urban areas, It explored the relationship of savings mobilized (saved) by SACCOS effort the actual reaction and confidence of members in using financial services provided by these SACCOS and behavioural patterns of both members and management as regard as members preferences with regard to savings services versus, micro credits services .

Sound institutional controls and structures need to accompany savings mobilization in order to protect savings and manage effectively and efficiently the increasing anticipated number of small- loan facilities. Hence to meet prudential standards, savings and credit co-operative societies must install the financial management disciplines of capital accumulation, saving classification, loan classification, delinquency control, loss provisions, capitalization (prior to visibility study). Overall however every major area of savings and credit Co-operatives societies operations has been significantly strengthened.
 
5.1 Conclusion 
The surveyed results emphasized Makongo and Wamana SACCOS failure to adequately mobilize savings, because dividend rates on shares savings service were unattractive, that is only five percent was paid per share in Wamana SACCOS while in Makongo SACCOS non-has been paid. In Wanama and Makongo SACCOS, there has been a contradiction in separating.

	Demand deposits saving for regular withdraw (Amana)
	Reciprocity savings (mafungu) for purpose of lending to each other.
Due to this mis-understanding, both societies have never mobilized reciprocity - savings (Mafungu) from members instead they allow their members to borrow twice of demand deposit savings plus share savings of the individual members’ contribution in the society.

Micro credits as one of the financial services was not well achieved in Makongo SACCOS (i.e. decrease of loan disbursement to members) as a result – huge deposits and shares savings were hold in the bank. The position of explanatory variables was also observed. By doing so, the status on the capacity of Makongo and Wamana SACCOS was also supported by the status of the performance when evaluating individual variables, but it is obviously that, reliable capacity position of these two Savings and credit cooperative societies (SACCOS) calls for willingness of households (members) to devote their approaches and efforts in utilizing financial services delivered by Makongo and Wamana Savings and credit co-operative societies.

In this study capacity was measured on financial service delivery  process – based on more savings coming to the societies from members increased loan access to households (members), absence of loan delinquency, good quality management, within the two SACCOS and quality of financial services and outreach with   respect to appropriate pricing and lending policies.

The best capacity indicator of these two SACCOS is for them (societies) to ensure that their member borrow for productive purposes thereby encouraging sustainable growth of the members socio- economic activities in  particular.
The comprehended massage regarding the stated research objectives reveals that:-
	The intended assignment of identifying and examining factors influencing capacity of Makongo and Wamana in providing financial service was achieved and subsequent analysis of the information has also been attained.
	 Management and leadership system within these two SACCOS is highly appreciated by the members because the two SACCOS have shown great concern and ability to ensure that members’ needs are effectively   attended in the process of achieving their primary goals for which these societies were formed.
	The validity of procedural appropriateness was examined in the course of assessing its strength and weakness when Makongo and Wamana SACCOS are fully engaged in delivery financial service to their members. It was further observed that, system used in delivering financial services   to the members mainly on issuance of loans need to be renovated and up -dated so as to match with the desired members demand aspirations. From the point of view of theoretical perspective and other studies, the study will assist in rejuvenating the emerging micro finance industry particularly breading SACCOS banking systems by demonstrating that there is still no other proper and efficient model for promotion of rural financial service with wide coverage in Tanzania apart from rural saving and credit – cooperative societies (SACCOS) which are purely self- help oriented institutions initiated themselves by the poor households. 

This means that the study widening the literature by showing that a poor household’s  social economic success is a phenomena measured by high capacity level of SACCOS resulting from increasing and improving financial services function at grass root level. In addition the study supplements and adds an essential part to the existent empirical literature in the micro- financial industry.

5.2 Recommendation
The presence of Makongo and Wamana Savings and Credit Co-operative Societies (SACCOS) that people readily accessible financial services to their economically active poor households (members) has been singled out from this study as the best tool in reducing poor conditions to the low – income segment of the population in the area. The two SACCOS Wanama and Makongo however are still in their infancy, taking into consideration the evasive changes and competitions with other MFIs, whose business from sections target the general public on similar financial services. Thus based on findings, discussions and conclusion drawn in this study, recommendations are made as follows.

5.3 Members Savings Development
The two SACCOS studies show to be providing similar financial services. The principal services offered are demand deposits savings, shares savings and micro credits savings. This means that, the two SACCOS interviewed do not offer reciprocity savings services (mafungu) for lending purpose. It is recommended that Makongo and Wamana SACCOS should encourage savings mobilizations from members so as to build a financial base for credits provision.
To achieve this segregation of financial saving services need to be categorized as follows:-
	Share saving services none-withdrawal 
	Reciprocity saving (for lending purpose also none withdrawal.).
	Demand deposits saving services (for regular withdraw).
	Time deposits savings service ( to be introduced)
	Savings for education fees (to be introduced).

5.4 Credits administration
This entails that loan portfolios in Makongo and Wamana SACCOS that can produce high yield on interest from those loans. The two Savings and Credit Co-operative Societies (SACCOS) Wanama and Makongo do mainly advances financial services loans to their members for various economic and business enterprises. It is therefore recommended that the two SACCOS should design a qualitative tailor- made loans or credits products with special repayment terms ,for more or successful  performance  financial services provided is of different popurses and this may include  the following areas.
	Emergences (short-term) liquidity i.e.  Personal loans, not affected existing long term loans. 
	Students’ education loans.
	Home improvement loans.
	Loans for  raw material and stock purchases for small – scale business men:

5.5 Mortgage of Savings Vis – a – Vis – Micro credits.
The recommended conditions for micro credits within Wamana and Makongo SACCOS are rigid and restrictive. Generally it involves physical possession of collateral as among the main criteria for their prospective members to qualify for loans, but individual members do not have security since their family plots and buildings cannot be encumbered

5.6 Marketing of Financial Services
In order for Wamana and Makongo Savings and credit cooperatives societies (SACCOS) to succeed in their missions, members need timely and correct information because it is only on the basis of this enlightenment that they can trust the management organs and in turn use the information to make sound decisions as well as assisting in marketing their SACCOS services to members and other non members. To achieve this, the two SACCOS Makongo and Wanama respectively need to look for a concerted publicity efforts (marketing campaigns), which may include marketing new products or re- launching old ones as to capture savings and protect them as well, this will encourage many members to join and participate more and contribute to the growth of the Cooperatives Societies, hence secure more financial services.

5.7 SCCULT and Cooperative Extension Services
Under this, it is recommended that SCCULT and cooperative officers should continue to work closely with Wamana and Makongo SACCOS by giving technical assistance and advising the management organs and members to be careful in making decisions, which are sometimes detrimental to their origination. Thus, SCCULT ability to communicate with the two SACCOS in outlying weak areas of operation would be very important and appreciated as the process in strengthening co-operative identity.

5.8 Limitation of the study
The constraints faced in this study, was access to some data and information because they were deemed confidential. Also it was difficult to meet a big number of members since they usually meet once per year, that is on annual general meeting despite of these constraints, the researcher feels the study was successful and it has achieved its objectives also   present a  fair review of the two SACCOS.

5.9 Area of Further Study
There is a need to improve the existing Savings and Credit Co-operative Societies (SACCOS) and if possible to expand and introduce new ones in attempt to satisfy their clients (members) financial services demand, through the percentage of poor population served by their two SACCOS institutions is still very minimum this needs more efforts and strategies to the members and the policy makers to give support to the existing cooperatives in Tanzania, specifically in rural and urban areas  in which many young boys and ladies are facing problems friction, casual and Technological un employment.
Therefore, this was a survey study assessing and evaluating capacity (ability) of SACCOS as a supply function explains by performance and indicators, hence additional research studies could take another design and selection of few variables, increasing sample units, modify existing models and use of other analytical methods to come up with what capacity in SACCOS providing financial services to their members could be ,alternatively, one might decide to evaluate the demand side of the research model by examining prospects of the members in directing their micro credits to productive activities, because findings obtained in this study are not adequately  draw concrete and sufficient conclusion as to what in absolute terms a poor household livelihood has been improved using SACCOS’S services offered.
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FACULTY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MASTER DEGREE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MBA-Finance).

Mwongozo wa maswali  kwa wana chama wa ushirika  wa akiba na mikopo Wanama na Makongo ,mimi naitwa ndugu Edward B Mwakagile,mwanafunzi wa chuo kuu huria cha Tanzania Dar-e-salaam.
Ndugu msairiwa nina fanya utafiti wa kujua uwezo wa vyama vya kuweka na kukopa  katika kutoa mikopo ya muda mrefu kwa jamii masikini ,nina fanya kwa usimmamizi wa Chuo kikuu huria .Samahani naomba tutumie muda huu finyu ili utoe mchango wako wa mawazo kuhusu uwezo na mchango wa vyama vya akiba na mikopo (SACCOS) katika kusaidia jamii masikini ya kitanzania.
Tafadhali pendekeza vipaumbele vyako kwenye visanduku na kujaza nafasi zilizo achwa wazi ili kusaidia  ufanisi  wa zoezi hili .
Jina la mwana chama __________________________




1.	Primary   2.Secondary   3.Shahada .4.Stashada .5.shahada ya uzamili                      6. Stashahada ya uzamifu.

  SWALI.
1.	Ni huduma gani  kati ya hizi zifuatazo zinazotolewa na chama hiki cha akiba na mikopo kwa wana chama wake? (weka alama (V)
 
(i)	Huduma ya kibenki   {   }   ndiyo   {   }   hapana 
(ii)	Huduma ya mikopo   {   }   ndiyo   {   }   hapana 
(iii)	Huduma ya elimu ya miradi midogomidogo {   }     ndiyo {  } hapana {    }
(iv)	Mikopo mingineyo   {    }ndiyo       {     }hapana 
2.	Kati ya hizo huduma zipi ambazo una faidika nazo chamani? (weka alama{V}
  Akiba                                                 {      }
  Mikopo                                               {      }
  Benki                                                  {      }
  ya miradi                                             {      }
 Ada ya shule                                         {      }
 Zote                                                      {      }
 Hakunaha tamoja                                   {      }





(v)	___________________               
4.	Je, unaweka akiba chamani baada ya mauzo (weka alama(V)
 Ndiyo              {       }
 Hapana            {       }
5.	Je, umewahi kupata mkopo kulingana na akiba yako chamani?
Ndiyo         	  {       }
Hapana      	  {       }
6.	Kwa maoni yako mikopo unayo pata ina faida kuboresha huduma za jamii kwenye familia?
	Ndiyo          {       }    Hapana         {        }   Sijui       {         }
7.	Je, umewahi kupata gawio (dividend ) kutokana na ushirika wako katika shughuli  za chama?
Ndiyo …………………..    	{        }
Hapana ………………...		{        }












     






10.	Je, chama kina wahimiza kukopa?
       Ndiyo             {       }
       Hapana           {       }
11.	Je , kuna urasimu wowote chamani wakati wa kuomba mkopo?
       Ndiyo            {       }
       Hapana          {       }           
12.	Kuna msaada gani ambao chama chenu cha akiba na mikopo kina pata.                         
(a)	Kifedha                                                   	{          }
          	Elimu                                                      	{          }
          	Hakuna                                                   	 {          }                                              
(b)	Wafadhili mbalimbali                              	 {          }
	Elimu kwa wanachama                       {          }
	Misaada toka Serikalini                       {          }
	Vyote                                                  {          }
	Punguzo la riba juu ya mikopo             {          }
	Ongezeko la faida ya Akiba                  {          }
13.	Je, chama chenu cha akiba na mikopo kina miradi yoyote inayoshirikisha wanachama 
      wote?
      Ndiyo      {        }
      Hapana    {        }
14.	Je, unashiriki kikamilifu katika kutoa maamuzi ya husuyo   uendeshaji wa chama
       wakati wa mkutano mkuu.
      Ndiyo       {       }
      Hapana     {       }
15.	Je, kuna wakati umepeleka maombi yako ya mkopo chamani na maombi yako
      kukataliwa?
      Ndiyo       {      }
      Hapana     {      }
16.	Vitu gani  ambavyo vina sababisha marejesho ya mikopo wanayopata  kutolipwa kwa 
       muda uliopangwa?
   	Hali ya uchumi      {       }
      Mapato kidogo      {       }
      Hakuna                 {       }
17.	Je, kuna mradi ambao ume  a nzisha kwa kutumia mkopo kutoka SACCOS?
18.	Je, kuna huduma za kibenki unazo pata kwenye benki zingine mbali na hizi zito lewazo   na  chama chako cha SACCOS?
     Ndiyo             {       }
      Hapana          {        }
                                                                            
19.	Toa maoni yako kuhusu riba juu ya mikopo na faida inayotolewa kwenye ma
     wekezo (demand deposits) na chama chako cha kuweka na kukopa ?
...........................................................
...........................................................      
  ...........................................................                                                                                                        
20.	 Ni vipi huduma ya kifedha katika SACCOSS zina mnufaisha mwanachama ?
	faida kubwa juu ya akiba                        {       }
	usalama wa fedha za mwanachama .       {       }                                                 
	SACCOSS ziko karibu na wanachama     {       }
	Kupata mikopo                                          {       }
	Amana haitambui kuchukua zote              {       }
	Zinasaidia kuboresha maisha                     {       }
21.	Chama kimewahi kutoa gawio?
      Ndiyo                                                                {       }
Hapana                                                               {       }	
22.	Je, wanachama wanashiriki kikamilifu kwenye shughuli za kiuchumi chamani ?
     Ndiyo     {       }      Hapana         {        }
23.	Chama kinachukua muda  mrefu kumpatia mwanachama mkopo?
       Ninakubali    {       }   	Sikubali           {       }
24.	Wanachama walio wengi hutumia mikopo yao kwa shughuli za uzalishaji.
      Nakubali     {       }    	Nakataa       {       }
25.	Wanachama cha SACCOS hawazuiwi kutumia huduma za kifedha katika benki
     zingine zilizo karibu .
     Nakubali {      }   		sikubali     {      }     sielewi     {      }

26.	Faida inayotolewa kwenye hisa  amana  na mafungu ni ya kuridhisha.
      Nakubali    {     }   	sikubali    {      }  	sielewi     {       }
27.	Uwezo wa SACCOS ukimaraishwa utawezesha wanachama .
	Kupata mkopo                                  {       }
	Mafungu mengi kuingia chamani      {       }
	Hakuta kuwa na mabadiliko .            {       }
28.	SACCOS zina uwezo na nafasi kubwa ya kutoa huduma za kifedha na zinakidhi mahitaji  ya wanachama?.























Appendix II: Chronology of Cooperative history in Tanzania
1925	Kilimanjaro Native Planters Association founded.
1932	First Cooperatives law enacted.
1932	Registration of Kilimanjaro Native Cooperative Union (KNCU) (Coffee).
1933	Registration of Matengo Native Cooperative Union (Coffee).
1934	Registration of Ngoni Matengo Cooperative Union (Tobacco).
1935	Registration of Bugufi Coffee Cooperative Union (Ngara District).
1949 	Registration of Rungwe Coffee Cooperative Union.
1950	Registration of Bukoba Native Coffee Cooperative Union.
1953	Registration of Shinyanga Cotton Cooperative Union.
1962 	National Cooperative & Development Bank established.
1962	Formation of the Cooperative Supply Association of Tanganyika (COSATA) as a wholesaler and supplier of consumer cooperative societies.
1968	Enactment of new Cooperative legislation.
1969 	Second 5-year National Development Plan emphasizes the formation of multipurpose  cooperative societies (1969 – 74).      
1973	Presidential Decree on Villagisation and Crop Boards.
1974	Villages and Ujamaa Villages Registration, Designation and Administration
            Act passed.
1976	All Cooperative Unions dissolved and multipurpose Cooperative Societies         introduce
1977 	Merger of the Zanzibar and Tanganyika political parties to form Chama cha  Mapinduzi (CCM) as the sole political party in Tanzania. Cooperative policy regulation, promotion and development remain a devolved matter of the United Republic government with regard to the Tanzanian Mainland and the Zanziba government with regard to Unguja and Pemba.
1978	Union of Cooperative Societies (UCS) formed.
1979 	Act passed recognizing the Union of Cooperative Societies (UCS) and its         incorporation as a mass organization of the Ruling Party (CCM). The law applies to both the Tanzania Mainland and Zanzibar.
1980	Government Commission on cooperatives recommends the reinstatement of the disbanded Cooperative Unions for both the Mainland and Zanzibar.
1982	Cooperative Societies Act No.14 reinstating Cooperative Unions and Rural Primary Societies passed for the Tanzania Mainland.
1983   The Ruling Party (CCM) Executive Committee appoints the Secretary     
	General of WASHIRKA – Cooperative mass organization affiliated to the 
	Party.
1986	The Cooperative Societies Act, No. 4 reinstating Cooperative Unions and Rural Primary Societies in Zanzibar.
1991	The Cooperative Societies Act No 15 was passed for the Tanzanian Mainland establishing a four-tier structure for cooperative societies.
1992	The Tanzania Cooperative Alliance (TCA) and interim cooperative enterprise
was formed to enhance the formation of the Tanzania Federation of Cooperatives (TFC).
1994	The Tanzania Federation of Cooperatives Ltd (TFC) was formed as the cooperative apex body for the Tanzanian Mainland.
1995	The Zanzibar Union of Cooperative Ltd (CUZA) was formed as a cooperative apex body for cooperatives in Unguja and Pemba.
1997	Amendments to the Cooperative Act No.15 of 1991 were passed enhancing the accountability of cooperatives on Tanzania Mainland.
1997	First Cooperative Development Policy formulated.
1998	Amendments to the Cooperative Act No. 4 of 1986 were passed enhancing the accountability of cooperatives in Zanzibar – Cooperatives Societies Act, No.3 of 1998.
2000	A Presidential Committee on the Revival, Strengthening and Development of Cooperatives in Tanzania was formed.
2000	Presidential Committee submits its report in which 10 key problems for the cooperative movement are identified and 10 strategies for addressing them are proposed. The findings of the Commission are accepted by the Government.
2001	In the Tanzania Mainland the Department of Cooperatives within the Agricultural Ministry is upgraded to the status of a separate Ministry – Ministry of Cooperatives and Marketing.
2002	The Ministry of Cooperatives and Marketing issues a new Cooperative
Development Policy in line with the 1995 ICA Statement of Cooperative Identity and Principles.
2003	New Cooperative Societies Act, 2003 passed (gazetted 6th February 2004 and came into effect August 1st 2004).
2003	Declaration Order is signed by the President transforming The Cooperative College Moshi into Moshi University College of Cooperative and Business Studies (MUCCoBS) of Sokoine University of Agriculture (to operate as campus of that University until it attains full university status in future).
2005	Bill of the Cooperative Audit and Supervision Corporation (COASCO) Act 2005, passed by Parliament on 20th April, 2005
                      


                 
Appendix III: Statistics Tables indicating respondents characteristics corresponding to data analysis and evaluation for the period under Review.

Appendix III-1: Committee members’ assessment over the two SACCOS financial services.
(mc=management committee, sc=supervisory  committee and cc=credit committee) 
Variables	All	Wanama	Makongo
Commitment in attending committee functions  (SC)			
Full committed Time Consuming/private issueMinimum Un aware 	71.6%18.9%9.5%0%	83.9%8.1%8.0%0%	32.8%61.2%6%0%
 Strategies employed in ensuring continuous flow of saving s shares  and deposits from members  	All	Wanama	Makongo
Mission focused Not focused Un aware	85.0%16.8%10.6%	51.1%38.3%10.6%	47.0%49.5%3.5%
Poor loan repayment 	All	Wanama	Makongo
HighLowNot existNone	0.0%0.0%100%0.0%	0.0%0.0%100%0.0%	0.0%0.0%100%0.0%
Managerial Problems 	All	Wanama	Makongo
Prevail in the society(MC)			
AgreeDisagreeDoes not know	61.3%66.6%32.1%	18.5%53.1%28.4%	83.8%2.7%13.5%
Efforts showing commitment power in convincing members	All	Wanama	Makongo
Variables  borrow for productive(MC)			
Difficult to address Non has been done 	91.9%2.5%	95.4%0.8%	78.6%20.2%
Assessing member loan uses in relation to wellbeing improvement (MC)			
Easier taskDifficulty to evaluate Non has been done	0.0%96.1%3.9%	0.0%86.3%13.7%	0.0%72.8%27.2%
Empowering SACCOS guarantee a continuous  financial services to their members(MC)			
External aidTraining / educationOwn efforts  	53.8%46.2%0.0%	32.0%68.0%0.0%	62%38%0%
SACCOS comply with national micro finance policy (MC)			
Yes No None	0.0%100%0.0%	0.0%100%0.0%	0.0%100%0.0%
SACCOS do effectively use own by laws (SC)			
Agee Does not knowDisagree	97.1%0.5%2.9%	63.7%2.1%34.2%	48.9%14.5%36.6%
SACCOS financial services capacity indicators gives a favorable performance position(CC) 			
AgreeDisagreeDoes not know	88.6%7.2%4.2%	91%5.8%3.1%	78.9%19.2%1.9%
SACCOS have convenient procedures in issuing loan to members(CC)			
YesNoUnaware	41.2%58.8%0.0%	46.6%49.4%4.0%	38.1%44.3%7.6%
Procedures in issuing loans to members are governing by loan policy(CC) 			
YesNoUnaware	62%33.1%4.9%	51.8%43.4%4.8%	68.2%26.3%5.5%
SACCOS are deemed to be savior in supporting members development process in both social and economic activities (mc)			
YesNo Un aware	73.5%71.3%17.6%	68.8%49.5%11.7%	74.6%63.8%4.8%
Lending the members (households) by SACCOS is considered a riskier business (cc).			                            
YesNOUnaware	11.2%71.1%17.8%	20.4%45.8%33.8%	23.0%40%37%
SACCOS Members are easier to get loans from SACCOS than banks with less collateral conditions, (cc).			
AgreeDisagreeDoes not know.	81.1%18.0%0.4%	88.0%1.7%10.3%	93.4%4.3%2.3%
SACCOS makes it difficult to withdraw demand deposits.			
AgreeDisagreeDoes not know.	0.0%90.7%9.3%	0.0%100%0.0%	0.0%98.%1.2%
SACCOS do not offer many of the financial services  that members need.(cc  )			
AgreeDisagreeDoes not know	71.0%12.2%16.6%	66.1%31.3%2.6%	80.7%13.1%6.2%

Appendix III-2: Employee, SCULT’S Assessment Regarding SACCOS” Financial services (scs=SACCOS staff and Nm=Non-members).    
                                            
Members ‘Royalty to the SACCOS IS Discouraging (scs).			
AgreeDisagreeDoes not know	0.0%79.4%20.6%	0.0%58.3%41.7%	0.0%62.9%37.1%
SACCOS meets the administrative cost properly(scs)			
AgreeDisagreeDoes not know	98.2%1.8%0.0%	97.4%2.6%0.0%	99.9%1.1%0.0%
SACCOS has convenient procedures of issuing loans to members.(cc).			






APPENDIX III-3: PARTICIPATION RATES ASSESSMENT BY MEMBERS IN USING FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE TWO SACCOS (IV AC-MEMBERS).
(VARIABLES)	All	Wanama	Makongo
SACCOS frequently do offer a prescribed financial service (iv-Ac)   circle all correct answer).			
Reciprocity savings services(for lending)	0.0%	0.0%	0.0%
Micro-credit services.	18.1%	18%	19.9%
Deposits savings services.	72.3%	73.6%	77.0%
Advisory services (on projects).Time Deposit saving services.Short-term loan services.	0.0%0.0%0.0%s	0.0%0.0%0.0%	0.0%0.0%0.0%
Share savings services	8.6%	8%	3.15%
Loan for working capital (to meet a temporary shortage of business cash.) 	12.9%	5.2%	3.8%
Reasons for members to keep money in SACCOS (iv Ac) circle all correct answer.)			
Highest interest.	0.2%	3.3%	0.7%
Safety	2.8%	8.4%	1.0%
Convenient location and banking services hours.	8.1%	11.4%	9.2%
Reputation and strengthening co-operation	11.6%	0.9%	15.3%
To get micro –credits	22.4%	23.7%	58.6%
To get other benefits 	4.9%	0.1%	0.2%
Easy withdraw demand deposits.	21.9%	42.1%	3.8%
Both 	27.1%	10.1%	11.2%























                                            


